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Exploring Music
Collections in
Virtual
Landscapes
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A user interface to
music repositories
called nepTune
creates a virtual
landscape for an
arbitrary collection
of digital music ﬁles,
letting users freely
navigate the
collection.
Automatically
extracting features
from the audio
signal and clustering
the music pieces
accomplish this. The
clustering helps
generate a 3D island
landscape.
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are creating algorithms for audio and music analysis, studying methods for retrieving music-related
information from the Internet, and investigating
scenarios for using music-related information for
novel types of computer-based music services. The
range of applications for such technologies is
broad—from automatic music recommendation
services through personalized, adaptive radio stations, to novel types of intelligent, reactive musical devices and environments.
At our institute, we are exploring ways of providing new views on the contents of digital
music collections and new metaphors for interacting with music and collections of music
pieces. At the conﬂuence of artiﬁcial intelligence,
machine learning, signal processing, data and
Web mining, and multimedia, we develop algorithms for analyzing, interpreting, and displaying music in ways that are interesting, intuitive,
and useful to human users. In this article, we
describe a particular outcome of this research—
an interactive, multimodal interface to music collections, which we call nepTune.

he ubiquity of digital music is a characteristic of our time. Everyday life is
shaped by people wearing earphones
and listening to their personal music
collection in virtually any situation. Indeed, we
can argue that recent technical advancements in
audio coding and the associated enormous success
of portable MP3 players, especially Apple’s iPod,
have immensely added to forming the zeitgeist.
These developments are profoundly changing
the way people use music. Music is becoming a
commodity that is traded electronically, exchanged,
shared (legally or not), and even used as a means
for social communication and display of personality (witness the huge number of people putting
their favorite tracks on their personal sites, such
as MySpace).
Despite these rapid changes in the way people
use music, methods of organizing music collections on computers and music players has basically remained the same. Owners of digital music
collections traditionally organize their thousands
of audio tracks in hierarchical directories, often
structured according to the common scheme:
genre then artist then album then track. Indeed,
people don’t have much of a choice, given the
options offered by current music players and
computers.
The rapidly growing research field of music
information retrieval is developing the technological foundations for a new generation of more
intelligent music devices and services. Researchers

The general philosophy underlying nepTune
is that music collections should be structured
(automatically, by the computer) and presented
according to intuitive musical criteria. In addition, music interfaces should permit and encourage the creative exploration of music repositories
and new ways of discovering hidden treasures in
large collections. To make this kind of philosophy more popular, our first application is an
interactive exhibit in a modern science museum.
The nepTune interface offers an original
opportunity to playfully explore music by creating an immersive virtual reality founded in the
sounds of a user’s digital audio collection. We
want the interface to be fun to use and engage
people. The basic ingredients are as follows:
Using intelligent audio analysis, nepTune clusters the pieces of music according to sound similarity. Based on this clustering, the system creates
a 3D island landscape containing the pieces (see
Figure 1). Hence, the resulting landscape groups
similar-sounding pieces together. The more similar pieces the user owns, the higher the terrain
in the corresponding region. The user can move
through the virtual landscape and explore his or
her collection. This visual approach essentially
follows the islands of music metaphor (see Figure
2).1 Each music collection created has its own
unique characteristics and landscape. In addition
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to seeing the music pieces in the landscape, the
listener hears the pieces closest to his or her current position. Thus, the user gets an auditory
impression of the musical style in the surrounding region, via a 5.1 surround sound system.
Furthermore, listeners can enrich the landscape with semantic and visual information
acquired via Web retrieval techniques. Instead of
displaying the song title and performing artist on
the landscape, the user can choose to see words
that describe or images related to the heard
music. Thus, besides a purely audio-based structuring, nepTune also offers more contextual
information that might trigger new associations
in the listener/viewer, thus making the experience more interesting and rewarding.

Figure 1. An island
landscape created from
a music collection.
Listeners explore the
collection by freely
navigating through the
landscape and hearing
the music typical for
the region around his or
her current position.

Application realization
Here, we describe the realization of the
nepTune music interface.
Interface concept
Our intention is to provide an interface to
music collections that goes beyond conventional computer interaction metaphors. The ﬁrst step
toward this is to create an artiﬁcial but nevertheless appealing landscape that encourages the user
to explore a music collection interactively.
Furthermore, we refrain from using the kind of
standard user interface components contained in
almost every window toolkit. Rather than constructing an interface that relies on the classical
point-and-click scheme best controlled through
a mouse, we made the whole application controllable with a standard game pad such as those
used for video games. From our point of view, a
game pad is perfectly suited for exploration of the
landscape as it provides the necessary functionality to navigate in 3D while being easy to handle.
Furthermore, the resemblance to computer games
is absolutely intentional. Therefore, we kept the
controlling scheme simple (see Figure 3).
As mentioned before, another important
interface characteristic is that it plays the music
surrounding the listener during navigation.
Hence, it’s not necessary to select each song manually and scan it for interesting parts. While the
user explores the collection, he or she automatically hears audio thumbnails from the closest
music pieces, giving immediate auditory feedback on the style of music in the current region.
Thus, users directly experience the meaningfulness of the spatial distribution of music pieces in
the virtual landscape.

Figure 2. Screen shot of the nepTune interface. The large peaky mountain in
the front contains classical music. The classical pieces are clearly separated
from the other musical styles on the landscape. The island in the left
background contains alternative rock, while the islands on the right contain
electronic music.
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Finally, we want to incorporate information
beyond the pure audio signal. In human perception, music is always tied to personal and cultural influences that analyzing the audio can’t
capture. For example, cultural factors comprise
time-dependent phenomena, marketing, or even
inﬂuences by the user’s peer group. Since we also
intend to account for some of these aspects to

Figure 3. The
controlling scheme of
nepTune. For
navigation, only the
two analog sticks are
necessary. The
directional buttons up
and down arrange the
viewer’s distance to the
landscape. Buttons 1
through 4 switch
between the different
labeling modes.
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Background
At the heart of many intelligent digital music applications
are the notion of musical similarity and computational methods for estimating the similarity of music pieces—as it might be
perceived by human listeners. The most interesting, but also
most challenging, approach to accomplish this is to infer the
similar information directly from the audio signal via relevant
feature extraction. Music similarity measures have become a
large research topic in music information retrieval; an introduction to this topic is available elsewhere.1-3
The second major step in creating a nepTune–like interface is
the automatic structuring of a collection, given pairwise similarity relations between the individual tracks. This is essentially an
optimization problem: to place objects into a presentation space
so that pairwise similarity relations are preserved as much as possible. In the ﬁeld of music information retrieval, a frequently used
approach is to apply a self-organizing map (SOM) to arrange a
music collection on a 2D map that the user can intuitively read.4
The most important approach that uses SOMs to structure
music collections is the islands of music interface.5 The islands
of music approach calculates a SOM on so-called fluctuation
pattern features that model the music’s rhythmic aspects.
Applying a smoothed data histogram technique visualizes the
calculated SOM. Finally, the system applies a color model
inspired by geographical maps. Thus, on the resulting map,
blue regions (oceans) indicate areas onto which few pieces of
music are mapped, whereas clusters containing a larger quantity of pieces are colored in brown and white (mountains and
snow). Several extensions have been proposed; for example, a
hierarchical component to cope with large music collections.6
Similar interfaces use SOM derivatives7 or use SOMs for intuitive playlist generation on portable devices.8
With our work, we follow Pampalk’s islands of music
approach and (literally) raise it to the next dimension by providing an interactive 3D interface. Instead of just presenting a
map, we generate a virtual landscape that encourages the user
to freely navigate and explore the underlying music collection.

We also include spatialized audio playback. Hence, while moving through the landscape, the user hears audio thumbnails of
close songs. Furthermore, we incorporate procedures from Web
retrieval in conjunction with a SOM labeling strategy to display
words that describe the styles of music or images related to
these styles in the different regions on the landscape.
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provide a comprehensive interface to music collections, we try to exploit information from the
Web. The Web is the best available source for
information regarding social factors as it represents current trends like no other medium. The
method we propose next is but a ﬁrst simple step
toward capturing such aspects. More specialized
Web-mining methods will be necessary for getting at truly cultural and social information.
nepTune provides four modes to explore the
landscape. In the default mode, it displays the
artist and track names as given by the MP3 ﬁles’
ID3 tags (see http://www.id3.org). Alternatively,
the system can hide this information, which
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focuses the users’ exploration on the spatialized
audio sensation. In the third mode, the landscape is enriched with words describing the heard
music. The fourth mode displays images gathered
automatically from the Web that are related to
the semantic descriptors and the contained
artists, which further deepens the multimedia
experience. Figure 4 shows screen shots from all
four modes.
In summary, the nepTune multimedia application examines several aspects of music and
incorporates information at different levels of
music perception—from the pure audio signal to
culturally determined metadescriptions—which

offers the opportunity to discover new aspects of
music. This should make nepTune an interesting
medium to explore music collections, unrestrained by stereotyped thinking.

The user’s view

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

immediately stop playback. This action also disables the game pad and moves the viewer’s position back to the start. Subsequently, the landscape
sinks back into the sea, giving the next user the
opportunity to explore his or her collection.
Technical realization
Here, we explain the techniques behind
nepTune: feature extraction from the audio signal, music piece clustering and projection to a
map, landscape creation, and landscape enrichment with descriptive terms and related images.
Audio feature extraction. Our application
automatically detects new storage devices on the
computer and scans them for MP3 ﬁles. nepTune
randomly chooses a maximum of 50 from the
contained files. We have limited the number of
files mainly for time reasons, helping make the
application accessible to many users. From the
chosen audio ﬁles, the system extracts and analyzes the middle 30 seconds. These 30 seconds
also serve as looped audio thumbnails in the
landscape. The idea is to extract the audio features only from a consistent and typical section
of the track.
For calculating the audio features, we build
upon the method proposed by Mandel and Ellis.2
Like the foregoing approach by Aucouturier,
Pachet, and Sandler,3 this approach is based on
MFCCs, which model timbral properties. For

Figure 4. Screen shots
from the same scene in
the four different
modes: (a) the plain
landscape in mode 1;
(b) mode 2, which
displays artist and song
name; (c) mode 3 shows
typical words that
describe the music,
such as rap, gangsta,
west coast, lyrical, or
mainstream; (d) a
screen shot in mode 4,
where related images
from the Web are
presented on the
landscape. In this case,
these images show rap
artists as well as
related artwork.
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We designed the current application to serve
as an exhibit in a public space, that is, in a modern science museum. Visitors are encouraged to
bring their own collection—for example, on a
portable MP3 player—to explore their collection
in the virtual landscape. Thus, our main focus
was not on the system’s applicability as a product ready to use at home. However, we could
achieve this with little effort by incorporating
standard music player functionalities.
In the application’s current state, the user
invokes the exploration process through connecting his or her portable music player via a USB
port. nepTune automatically recognizes this, and
the system then randomly extracts a predeﬁned
number of audio ﬁles from the player and starts
to extract audio features (mel frequency cepstral
coefficients, or MFCCs) from these. A special
challenge for applications presented in a public
space is to perform computationally expensive
tasks, such as audio feature analysis, while keeping visitors motivated and convincing them that
there is actually something happening. We
decided to visualize the progress of audio analysis
via an animation: small, colored cubes display
the number of items left to process. For each
track, a cube with the number of the track pops
up in the sky. When an audio track’s processing
is ﬁnished, the corresponding cube drops down
and splashes into the sea. After the system
processes all tracks, an island landscape that contains the tracks emerges from the sea. After this,
the user can explore the collection.
The system projects a 3D landscape onto the
wall in front of the user. While moving through
the terrain, the listener can hear the closest
sounds with respect to his or her position from
the directions of the music piece locations, to
emphasize the immersion. Thus, in addition to
the visual grouping of pieces conveyed by the
islands metaphor, users can also perceive islands
in an auditory manner, since they can hear typical sound characteristics for different regions. To
provide optimal sensation related to these effects,
the system outputs sounds via a 5.1 surround
audio system.
Detaching the USB storage device (that is, the
MP3 player) causes all tracks on the landscape to
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We apply a color map
similar to the one used in
the islands of music, to give
the impression of an
island-like terrain.
each audio track, the system computes MFCCs
on short-time audio segments (frames) to get a
coarse description of the envelope of the individual analysis frames’ frequency spectrum. The
system then models the MFCC distribution over
all of a track’s frames via a Gaussian distribution
with a full covariance matrix. Each music piece
is thus represented by a distribution. The
approach then derives similarity between two
music pieces by calculating a modiﬁed KullbackLeibler distance on the means and covariance
matrices. Pairwise comparison of all pieces results
in a similarity matrix, which is used to cluster
similar pieces.

IEEE MultiMedia

Landscape generation. To generate a landscape from the derived similarity information, we
use a self-organizing map.4 The SOM organizes
multivariate data on a usually 2D map in such a
manner that similar data items in the highdimensional space are projected to similar map
locations. Basically, the SOM consists of an
ordered set of map units, each of which is
assigned a model vector in the original data
space. A SOM’s set of all model vectors is called
its codebook. There exist different strategies to initialize the codebook; we use linear initialization.4
For training, we use the batch SOM algorithm:
first, for each data item x, we calculate the
Euclidean distance between x and each model
vector.5 The map unit possessing the model vector closest to a data item x is referred to as the best
matching unit and represents x on the map. In the
second step, the codebook is updated by calculating weighted centroids of all data elements
associated with the corresponding model vectors.
This reduces the distances between the data items
and the model vectors of the best matching units
and their surrounding units, which participate to
a certain extent in the adaptations. The adaptation strength decreases gradually and depends on
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both unit distance and iteration cycle. This supports large cluster formation in the beginning of
and fine tuning toward the end of the training.
Usually, the iterative training continues until a
convergence criterion is fulﬁlled.
To create appealing visualizations of the SOM’s
data clusters, we calculate a smoothed data histogram.6 An SDH creates a smooth height proﬁle
(where height corresponds to the number of
items in each region) by estimating the data item
density over the map. To this end, each data item
votes for a ﬁxed number n of best matching map
units. The best matching unit receives n points,
the second best n  1, and so on. Accumulating
the votes results in a matrix describing the distribution over the complete map. After each piece of
music has voted, interpolating the resulting
matrix yields a smooth visualization. Additionally,
the user can apply a color map to the interpolated matrix to emphasize the resulting height proﬁle. We apply a color map similar to the one used
in the islands of music, to give the impression of
an island-like terrain.
Based on the calculated SDH, we create a 3D
landscape model that contains the musical
pieces. However, the SOM representation only
assigns the pieces to a cluster rather than to a precise position. Thus, we have to elaborate a strategy to place the pieces on the landscape. The
simplest approach would be to spread them randomly in the region of their corresponding map
unit. That has two drawbacks. The first is the
overlap of labels, which occurs particularly often
for pieces with long names and results in cluttered maps. The second drawback is the loss of
ordering of the pieces. It’s desirable to have placements on the map that reflect the positions in
feature space in some way.
The solution we adopted is to define a minimum distance d between the pieces and place the
pieces on concentric circles around the map
unit’s center so that this distance is always guaranteed. To preserve at least some of the similarity information from feature space, we sort all
pieces according to their distance to the model
vector of their best matching unit in feature
space. The ﬁrst item is placed in the center of the
map unit. Then, on the first surrounding circle
(which has a radius of d), we can place at most
(2  6) so that d is maintained (because the circle
has a perimeter of 2d). The next circle (radius
2d) can host up to (4  12) pieces, and so on. For
map units with few items, we scale up the circle
radii to distribute the pieces as far as possible

within the unit’s boundaries. As a result, the
pieces most similar to the cluster centers stay in
the centers of their map units and distances are
preserved to some extent. More complex (and
computationally demanding) strategies are conceivable, but this simple approach works well
enough for our scenario.
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where k ∈ A0u if the (Manhattan) distance of units
u and k on the map is below a threshold r0, and
i ∈ A1u if the distance of u and i is greater than r0
and smaller than some r1 (in our experiments we
set r0  1 and r1  2). F(t, u) denotes the relative
frequency of term t on unit u and is calculated as

F (t , u) =
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∑ ∑ f (a,u) ⋅ tf (v, a)
a
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a

where f(a, u) gives artist a’s number of tracks on
unit u and tf(t, a) gives artist a’s term frequency
of term t. Because many neighboring units contain similar descriptions, we try to ﬁnd coherent
parts of the music description map and join them
to single clusters. The system then displays in the
center of the cluster the most important terms for
each cluster; it then randomly distributes the
remaining labels across the cluster. The display
size of a term corresponds to its score, G2.
To display images related to the artists and the
describing words, we use Google’s image search
function. For each track, we include an image of
the corresponding artist. For each term, we simply use the term itself as a query and randomly
select one of the ﬁrst 10 displayed images.
Implementation remarks
We exclusively wrote the software in Java. We
implemented most of the application functionality in our Collection of Music Information Retrieval
and Visualization Applications (CoMIRVA) framework, which is published under the GNU General
Public License and can be downloaded from http://
www.cp.jku.at/comirva. For the realization of the
3D landscape, we use the Xith3D scene graph
library (see http://xith.org), which runs on top of
Java OpenGL. Spatialized surround sound is realized via Sound3D and Java bindings for OpenAL
(see https://joal.dev.java.net). To access the game
controller we use the Joystick Driver for Java (see
http://sourceforge.net/projects/javajoystick).
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Displaying labels and images. An important
aspect of our user interface is the incorporation
of related information extracted automatically
from the Web. The idea is to augment the landscape with music-speciﬁc terms commonly used
to describe the music in the current region. We
exploit the Web’s collective knowledge to ﬁgure
out which words are typically used in the context
of the represented artists.
To determine descriptive terms, we use a
music description map.7 For each contained
artist, we send a query consisting of the artist’s
name and the additional constraints “music
style” to Google. We retrieve Google’s result page
containing links to the ﬁrst 100 pages. Instead of
downloading each of the returned sites, we
directly analyze the complete result page—that
is, the text snippets presented. Thus, we just have
to download one Web page per artist. To avoid
the occurrence of unrelated words, we use a
domain-specific vocabulary containing 945
terms. Besides some adjectives related to moods
and geographical names, these terms consist
mainly of genre names, musical styles, and musical instrument types. For each artist, we count
how often the terms from the vocabulary occur
on the corresponding Web page (term frequency), which results in a term frequency vector.
After obtaining a vector for each artist, we
need a strategy for transferring the list of artistrelevant words to speciﬁc points on the landscape
and for determining those words that discriminate
between the music in one region of the map and
the music in other regions—for example, “music”
is not a discriminating word, since it occurs frequently for all artists. For each unit, we sum up the
term frequency vectors of the artists associated
with pieces represented by the unit. The result is
a frequency vector for each unit.
Using these vectors, we want to ﬁnd the most
descriptive terms for the units. We decided to
apply the SOM labeling strategy proposed by
Lagus and Kaski.8 Their heuristically motivated
scheme exploits knowledge of the SOM’s structure to enforce the emergence of areas with
coherent descriptions. To this end, the approach

accumulates term vectors from directly neighboring units and ignores term vectors from a
more distant neutral zone. We calculate the
goodness score G2 of a term t as a descriptor for
unit u as follows:
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Figure 5. A mobile
device running the
prototype of the
nepTune mobile
version. (We
postprocessed the
display for better
visibility.)

Currently, the software runs on a Windows
machine. Because all required libraries are also
available for Linux, we plan to port the software
to that platform soon.

Qualitative evaluation
We conducted a small user study to gain
insights into nepTune’s usability. We asked
eight people to play with the interface and tell
us their impressions. In general, responses were
positive. People reported that they enjoyed
exploring and listening to a music collection by
cruising through a landscape. While many considered the option of displaying related images
on the landscape mainly a nice gimmick, many
rated the option to display related words as a
valuable add-on, even if some of the displayed
words were confusing for some users. All users
found controlling the application with a
gamepad intuitive.
Skeptical feedback was mainly caused by
music auralization in areas where different styles
collide. However, in general, people rated auralization as positive, especially in regions containing electronic dance music, rap and hip-hop, or
classical music, because it assists in quickly identifying groups of tracks from the same musical
style. Two users suggested creating larger landscapes to allow more focused listening to certain
tracks in crowded regions.

Future directions
In its current state, nepTune focuses on inter-
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active exploration rather than on providing full
functionality to replace existing music players.
However, we can easily extend the application to
provide such useful methods as automatic
playlist generation. For example, we could let the
user determine a start and an end song on the
map. Given this information, we can then ﬁnd a
path along the distributed pieces on the map.
Furthermore, we can easily visualize such paths
and provide some sort of autopilot mode where
the movement through the landscape occurs
automatically by following the playlist path. By
allowing the user to select specific tracks, we
could also introduce focused listening and present additional track-specific metadata for the
currently selected track. As in other music player
applications, we could display further ID3 tags
like album or track length, as well as lyrics or
album covers.
Large collections (containing tens of thousands of tracks) present the biggest challenges.
One option would be to incorporate a level-ofdetail extension that uses the music descriptors
extracted from the Web. At the top-most level,
that is, the highest elevation, only broad descriptors like musical styles would be displayed.
Reducing the altitude would switch to the next
level of detail, making more distinct descriptors
appear, along with important artists for that speciﬁc region. Single tracks could then be found at
the most detailed level. This would emphasize the
relatedness of the interface to geographical maps,
and the application would act even more as a
ﬂight simulator for music landscapes.
Another future application scenario concerns
mobile devices. We are developing a version of
the nepTune interface that Java 2 Mobile Edition
enabled devices can execute. While a personal
computer must perform the audio feature extraction step, it’s possible to perform the remaining
steps—that is, SOM training and landscape creation—on the mobile device. Considering the
ongoing trend toward mobile music applications
and the necessity of simple interfaces to music
collections, the nepTune interface could be a useful and fun-to-use approach for accessing music
on portable devices. Figure 5 shows a screen shot
of the current prototype.
We can conceive of many alternative ways of
accessing music on mobile music players. For
instance, we have recently developed another
interface, also based on automatic music similarity analysis, that permits the user to quickly
locate a particular music style by simply turning

a wheel, much like searching for radio stations
on a radio.9 Figure 6 shows our current prototype,
implemented on an Apple iPod, in which the
click wheel helps navigate linearly through the
entire music collection, which the computer has
arranged according to musical similarity. A number of other research laboratories are also working on novel interfaces.10-12
In general, we believe that intelligent music
applications (of which nepTune just gives a tiny
glimpse) will change the way people deal with
music in the next few years. Computers that
learn to understand music in some sense will
become intelligent, reactive musical companions. They will help users discover new music;
provide informative metainformation about
musical pieces, artists, styles, and relations
between these; and generally connect music to
other modes of information and entertainment
(text, images, video, games, and so on). Given
the sheer size of the commercial music market,
music will be a driving force in this kind of multimedia research. The strong trend toward Web
2.0 that floods the Web with texts, images,
videos, and audio files poses enormous technical challenges to multimedia, but also offers
exciting new perspectives. There is no doubt that
intelligent music processing will become one of
the central functions in many future multimedia systems.
MM
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